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 Give all applicants a fair chance to apply and compete for the 
position
 Do not inquire about protected status
 Focus on job requirements – “BFOQ”

From Your Want Ad to Your Offer Letter –
Underlying Principles
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Age, sex, sexual orientation, gender expression or gender identity, 
marital status, race, creed, color, national origin, or the presence 
of any sensory, mental, or physical disability or the use of a 
trained dog guide or service animal by a disabled person.

Protected status 
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BFOQ = 
“Bona Fide Occupational 

Qualification”
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 Focus on job-relevant information
 Relevant skills and experience, education
 Job requirements

 Don’t …
 Ask about former salary 
 Require the applicant to “check the box” for criminal history

Your Job Application
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 Employers may not use criminal history to screen applicants.

 Employers may not ask or obtain information about an 
applicant’s criminal record until after the employer 
determines the applicant meets the minimum qualifications 
for the position.

Ban the Box: Washington Fair Chance Act
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 Questions implying preference for a particular age or gender

 About a person’s ethnic background or national origin

 Citizenship

 About family or marital status, children or childcare arrangements, 
spouse

What not to ask in interviews
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 Questions relating to existence, nature or severity of a disability

 Whether applicant has received workers compensation in the past

 Past union involvement

 Height or weight

https://ryanswansonlaw.com/job-interview-dos-and-donts/

What not to ask in interviews, continued
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 Background checks?
 Google?
 Social Media?
 Checking references

What information do you want, what do you 
need, what may you legally obtain?
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 Fair Credit Reporting Act requirements
 Conspicuous, clear advance notice of the nature and scope 
 written permission
 treat everyone equally; be prepared to make exceptions if disability caused the 

issue

Background Checks?
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 If you take adverse action based even in part on information 
obtained in the background check…
 Advance notice to the applicant
 Copy of report and a summary of their rights
 Waiting period
 Inform that they were not hired due to the report (and provide other info)

Background Checks? (con’t.)
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 Specify if at-will or for a contractual period
 Job duties and requirements
 Compensation
 Benefits
 Confidentiality/intellectual property
 Non-compete? 

Offer Letter – Best Practices
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Thank you.
Hana Kern
Ryan, Swanson & Cleveland, PLLC

206.654.2210
kern@ryanlaw.com
www.ryanswansonlaw.com
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 Every employer must first determine whether an individual who 
performs work for the business is an employee or independent 
contractor
 Misclassification of employment status can result in significant 

financial liabilities and penalties for employers

Worker Classification – What’s at risk?
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 Determining whether an individual is an employee or independent 
contractor is a legal minefield
 Different laws apply in different contexts
 Numerous tests are used by numerous state agencies to audit 

employers and determine if individuals are misclassified

How to tell an employee from an 
independent contractor
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No matter what test is applied, the 
presumption is always in favor of 

finding that individuals are 
employees and not independent 

contractors
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 Washington’s Industrial Insurance Act - Enforced by the 
Department of Labor and Industries
 Employment Security Act – Enforced by Washington’s 

Employment Security Department
 Washington’s Minimum Wage Act – Enforced by the Department 

of Labor and Industries

Washington’s Classification Laws
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Applying the Tests

 Applying the various tests is a 
fact-specific inquiry, unique to 
each employer and worker
 In general, the most important 

factor is the level of direction or 
control an employer has over a 
worker
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 Have a written contract with independent contractors
 Are free from direction/control;
 Have their own UBI numbers;
 Keep their own books and records;
 Are responsible for and pay for their own taxes;
 Bear their own costs and expenses;
 Perform tasks outside the company’s typical operations (such as company hiring a 

graphic designer for its website);
 Provide their own tools and materials; and
 Are limiting the job to a fixed project instead of an ongoing relationship, among other 

factors.
 The parties must follow these contracts in practice.

How to Avoid Liability for Misclassification
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The parties must follow these 
contracts in practice.
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 The default assumption is that an employee is non-exempt and 
the employer must pay overtime
 State and federal overtime exemption rules generally require that 

executive, administrative, and professional employees meet a 
three-part test:
 The worker must be paid a predetermined and fixed salary;
 The salary must meet a minimum threshold; and
 The job duties must primarily involve executive, administrative, or professional 

duties as defined by regulations

Exempt versus Non-exempt Status
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 The job duties test, not an employee’s job title or description, 
determines whether a job primarily involves executive, 
administrative, professional, computer professional, or outside 
sales duties as defined in the rules
 Employers are responsible for making this determination
 The Test has recently updated so employers need to make sure 

their employees are classified consistent with the new rules, not 
the rules that were in place when the employee was hired

The Job Duties Test
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 Small businesses (1-50 employees): an exempt employee must 
earn a salary of at least 1.5 times the minimum wage, or 
$42,712.80/year. 
 Large businesses (51 or more employees): an exempt employee 

must earn a salary of at least 1.75 times the minimum wage, or 
$49,831.60/year. 
 The threshold multiplier phased in until it is 2.5 times the 

minimum wage in 2028, then increases for inflation.
 Different for computer professionals

Washington Exempt Employee Salary 
Thresholds
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 The size of the employer is based solely on the number of 
Washington-based employees it employs as of January 1 of the 
calendar year
 The federal salary threshold remains at $684 per week ($35,568 

annually), but Washington employers must comply with the law 
most favorable to the employee

Washington Exempt Employee Salary 
Thresholds, cont.
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Thank you.
Madison M. Burke
Ryan, Swanson & Cleveland, PLLC

206.654.2239
burke@ryanlaw.com
www.ryanswansonlaw.com
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 Federal, state, and local laws that govern employees’ wages 
and hours worked
 Minimum wage laws
 Overtime laws
 Meal and rest period laws
 Child labor

What are wage and hour laws?
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 Audits/investigations
 Liability for overtime and 
 Penalties
 Individual or class action lawsuits
 Look back period is three years

What if an employer fails to follow wage and 
hour laws?
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 Generally, nonexempt employees

Who do wage and hour laws apply to?
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Who do wage and hour laws apply to?
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 Washington:  $13.69 nonexempt employees outside Seattle
 Seattle:
 Employers > 500 workers worldwide: $16.69 per hour, regardless of 

contribution to medical benefits. 
 Employees 500 or less workers worldwide: $16.69 per hour OR 

$15.00 per hour is employer contributes at least $1.69 per hour 
toward employee medical benefits and/or the employee earns at least 
$1.69 per hour in reported tips.

 SeaTac: $16.57 per hour

2021 Minimum Wage?
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 Over 40 hours in normal 7-day workweek 
 1.5 times employee’s regular rate of pay

 Employees cannot waive right to overtime
 Can require overtime (except RNs/LPNs), but must pay 

appropriately
 Certain specific exemption or alternative overtime 

arrangements

What are the basic overtime rules?
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 Hourly rate or base pay
 Plus commissions
 Plus nondiscretionary bonuses or rewards or other incentive pay

 For nonagricultural piece rate workers, calculate the worker’s 
total piece rate earnings and divide those earnings by the hours 
the worker has worked

How is the “regular rate of pay” calculated?
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 Yes
 If overtime, pay overtime rate
 Adopt policy prohibiting off-the-clock work
 Time card certification
 Consider allowing only key/exempt employees remote 

access
 Can discipline 

Does an employee need to be paid for 
“off-the-clock” work?
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 Paid
 Cannot waive
 10 minutes for every 4 hours worked
 No more than 3 hours into work period

 Mini breaks okay 

What do I need to know about rest breaks?

< 3 hours 3-7 hours > 7 hours

No break One 10 min. break Two 10 min. breaks
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 Piece rate workers = must pay rest period time in 
addition to piece rate 
 Health care workers = scheduled and uninterrupted; if 

break interrupted, add’l 10 minutes; track missed rest 
periods
 Pregnant women and nursing mothers may be entitled 

to additional rest breaks available as required by law

What do I need to know about rest breaks? 
(cont.)
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 30 minutes when working a 5+ hour shift
 Can be unpaid, if free from all duties
 If on-call or performing any work, then must be paid

 Meal waivers should be written, signed by employee
 Employers do not have to agree to waive meal periods 

What do I need to know about meal breaks?
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 Yes, if meet below requirements:
 For the employee’s benefit
 Business cannot benefit financially except reasonable interest 
 Must have written agreement in advance

 Deduction during employment or from final paycheck 
 Can reduce pay below minimum wage

Can a company deduct from an employee’s 
paycheck advances?
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 Parties must agree to deduction (oral ok, best to be written)

 Incidents of damage, theft, etc. that occurred in final pay period
 Cash shortage in till (under certain circumstances)
 Breakage, loss, damage but only if caused by dishonest or willful act
 Theft, if dishonest/willful act and company filed a police report
 Cannot reduce check below applicable minimum wage (employee cannot waive this)

What are appropriate deductions from a final
paycheck?
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 Other agreements between company and worker
 If for worker’s personal benefit, can reduce below minimum wage
 If for business’s benefit, must meet minimum wage for all hours worked in final pay 

period

What are appropriate deductions from a final
paycheck? (cont.)

Thank you.
Britenae Pierce
Ryan, Swanson & Cleveland, PLLC

206.654.2289
pierce@ryanlaw.com
www.ryanswansonlaw.com
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 Federal law vs. state law: use most generous to employees

 Concurrent vs. consecutive: 
 Concurrent – two different types of leave used up at the same time
 Consecutive – use one leave after another

Leave Laws – Basic Terminology
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 ADA: Americans with Disabilities Act
 WLAD: Washington Law Against Discrimination
 FMLA: Family and Medical Leave Act
 PFML: Paid Family and Medical Leave
 WFCA: Washington Family Care Act

Leave Laws – Basic Terminology (con’t.)

4

Leave Laws – Where to start?
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 Cannot discriminate based on a disability
 Definition of “disability” much more expansive under 

Washington law than under ADA (federal law)
 If learn of a disability, must provide accommodation if:
 Employee can perform the essential functions of the job with the 

accommodation
 Don’t have to provide accommodation is it is an “undue hardship” or “direct 

threat to safety”

 Interactive process required

ADA/WLAD
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 For medical or family health reasons, can take up to 12 
weeks unpaid leave
 Employee must have worked 1250 hours in prior 12 months 

to be eligible
 Protects an employee’s job when they return from the leave
 Must start the clock on FMLA within 5 days of learning the 

reason for leave qualifies under the law

FMLA/WFCA
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 Employee may choose to use vacation or PTO time, but 
those days will still count toward the 12 weeks of FMLA-
protected leave
 WFCA – if you get paid time off (PTO, sick leave, vacation 

time), employee is entitled to use to care for family

FMLA/WFCA (con’t.)
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 Washington State paid leave program (PFML) about pay, not 
protection
 Employer must collect premiums from paycheck, remit to 

state with reporting
 Employee can get benefits depending on qualifications.

PFML
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 Job protection for entire length of disability due to pregnancy

 Pregnancy disability leave may run concurrently with FMLA

Pregnancy Disability Leave
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 Military leave (USERRA / WMFLA) 
 Job protection / 15 days of unpaid leave for deployment (spouse) 

 Domestic violence leave
 Unpaid leave for issues related to domestic violence
 Accommodations at work for employee safety

 Short term disability

Other Leave
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 Washington State sick leave laws
 Accrue one hour for every 40 hours worked.
 May use sick leave after 90 days of employment.

 Seattle safe and sick leave
 Accrue one hour for every 40 or 30 hours worked, depending on employee 

size.

 Check your jurisdiction

Sick Leave
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 Washington State L&I (Labor and Industry)
 www.lni.wa.gov

 Seattle Office of Labor Standards
 https://www.seattle.gov/laborstandards

 Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (Federal)
 www.eeoc.gov

Resources
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Thank you.
Kristin Nealey Meier
Ryan, Swanson & Cleveland, PLLC

206.654.2293
kmeier@ryanlaw.com
www.ryanswansonlaw.com
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